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LOCAL GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE

AGENDA

21st Meeting, 2001 (Session 1)

Tuesday 4 September 2001

The Committee will meet at 2.00pm in Committee Room 1

1. Item in private: The Committee will decide whether to take item 3 in private

2. Police and Fire Services (Finance) (Scotland) Bill: The Committee will take
evidence on the general principles of the Bill at Stage 1 from—

Chief and Assistant Chief Fire Officers’ Association:
Mr John Williams, Scottish Regional Secretary
Mr Colin Cranston, Chair

Convention of Scottish Local Authorities:
Tim Stone, Head of Policy Development (Protective and Development
Services)
Councillor Lesley Hinds, Convener of the Lothian and Borders Police Joint
Board
Councillor Joseph Shaw, Convener of the Strathclyde Joint Fire Board

Association of Chief Police Officers in Scotland:
William Rae, Chief Constable, Strathclyde Police, Chairman, Finance
Standing Committee, ACPOS
Andrew Cameron, Chief Constable, Central Scotland Police, Vice-President,
ACPOS

Accounts Commission:
Martin Christie, Portfolio Manager

3. Annual Report of the Commissioner for Local Administration in Scotland:
The Committee will take evidence from—

Ian Smith, Commissioner for Local Administration in Scotland
Judy Saddler, Senior Investigating Officer
Rosemary Colquhoun, Senior Investigating Officer
Fiona Glasgow, Investigating Officer

Eugene Windsor
Clerk to the Committee

Room 2.05, Committee Chambers
85217

mail to: eugene.windsor@scottish.parliament.uk


e mail: eugene.windsor@scottish.parliament.uk

The following papers are attached for this meeting:

Agenda Item 2

Submission from the Chief and Assistant Chief Fire Officers’
Association

LG/01/21/1

Submission from the Convention of Scottish Local Authorities LG/01/21/2

Submission from the Association of Chief Police Officers in
Scotland

LG/01/21/3

Submission from the Accounts Commission LG/01/21/4

Submission from Her Majesty’s Chief Inspector of Fire Services LG/01/21/5

Submission from Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary LG/01/21/6

Agenda Item 3

Submission from the Commissioner for Local Administration in
Scotland [PRIVATE]

LG/01/21/7

The following papers are attached for information:

Minute of the 20th Meeting 2001 LG/01/20/M
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CHIEF AND ASSISTANT CHIEF FIRE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION
SUBMISSION TO LOCAL GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE ON THE POLICE AND

FIRE SERVICES (FINANCE) (SCOTLAND) BILL

TUESDAY 4 SEPTEMBER 2001

1.0 The Chief and Assistant Chief Fire Officers Association (CACFOA) is the
professional voice of the United Kingdom Fire Service.

2.0 CACFOA’s primary objective is to reduce the loss of life, personal injury and damage
to property and the environment by improving the quality of firefighting, rescue, fire
protection and fire prevention in the United Kingdom.  This is achieved by providing
expert professional advice, leadership, research, informed comment and other services
to relevant bodies and to CACFOA’s own members.

3.0 CACFOA (Scotland) is the professional forum in which principal fire officers from
the eight Scottish fire brigades consider fire policy matters in relationship to Scotland.

3.1 CACFOA (Scotland) is pleased to accept the kind invitation of the Scottish
Parliament Local Government Committee to provide evidence on the Police and Fire
Service (Finance) (Scotland) Bill.

4.0 The following are the observations of CACFOA (Scotland).

4.1 CACFOA(S) is pleased to note in general terms the development of legislation to
facilitate the carry forward of unspent revenue balances of joint Fire Boards.

4.2 This facilitation will enhance the ability of Board Treasurers and Firemasters to more
effectively manage joint Fire Boards financial revenue resources and develop
budgetary strategies over periods of more than one year.

4.3 CACFOA(S) is however concerned with a number of elements of the proposals
namely -

4.3.1 The maximum carry forward being limited to 3% - subject to Ministerial
approval to vary this figure.

4.3.2 The consent of constituent fire authorities being required to carry forward its
apportion of balances, and

4.3.3 The proposed arrangements conflict with the spirit and intent of the Fire
Service Act 1947 in terms of development of common fire services throughout
a fire brigade area.
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4.4 Having reviewed the document “Credit to the Force” from which the figure of 3% is
drawn, CACFOA is of the opinion that the 3% figure quoted is an example and not
based on any quantified analysis and may not be reasonable for all fire brigades.  It
may also be the case that a standardised carry forward figure can not be applied
consistently between police forces and fire services given the differing form of
funding arrangements. It would be more appropriate to allow Fire Boards to
determine their own strategy for carrying forward balances.

The ability to carry forward balances was a fundamental recommendation of the
“Credit to the Force” document.  Equally there were other aspects of the general
recommendations which are linked to the funding of police forces which are also
applicable to fire brigades namely:

- a robust needs-based formula as a basis of allocating grant aided expenditure.

- alternative methods of funding the cost of fire service pensions in order to
minimise the unpredictability of their impact on fire brigade operational
budgets.

- the arrangements for approving and allocating fire brigades capital
programmes.

4.5 It is CACFOA(S) view the provision of the consent of constituent fire authorities
being required to carry forward its apportion of balances will be devisive to the
development of protocols at Fire Board level as well as creating another
administration burden on fire brigades.  

4.6 Proposals which facilitate a constituent authority of a joint Fire Board to seek its
apportion of funding being retained may lead to all other constituent authorities
resolving to adopt a similar strategy thereby negating the positive effects of the
proposals in the first instance.

4.7 The option of returning an apportion of balances to a constituent authority may also
lead to the development of diverse strategies based on allocated funding being spent
in the constituent authorities area.  This being contrary to the spirit and intent of
combined fire authorities developed under Section 5 of the Fire Services Act 1947
and enacted through the Combined Fire Services Area Administration Scheme Orders
1995.

4.8 It is CACFOA (Scotland) view that the 1947 legislation on the basis of combination
orders to formulate joint boards was not intended to operate in a manner whereby the
funding provided by constituent fire authorities was to be utilised solely on the basis
of supporting a constituent fire authority area.  

4.9 The budget of a joint Fire Board is constructed in the form of proportionality (based
on a fire brigades uniformed establishments, the number of fire stations it organises,
the numbers of emergency fire appliances it runs and the deficit on its pension funds)
to support all joint fire board functions in all areas of the fire authority.  Occasions
regularly arise in a particular area of the brigade where, due to a particular emergency
situation, the issue of funding becomes a secondary consideration relative to the
incident itself.
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4.10 The advent of proportionality funding could have the effect of requiring Firemasters to
consider limiting spending on incidents based upon the proportion of funding received
from a constituent authority.  Currently no such consideration is made, based upon the
rationale that the mechanism for funding of a fire brigade has to be made in an equitable
manner through the Fire Board with the responsibility for the management of resources
vested in the Firemaster.

5.0 CACFOA (S) is grateful to the Committee for the opportunity to present its views on the
development of the Police and Fire Services (Finance) (Scotland) Bill and looks forward
to working in collaboration with the Committee in the future.



SUBMISSION TO THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE ON THE
POLICE AND FIRE SERVICES (FINANCE) (SCOTLAND) BILL

4 September 2001

1. The Local Government Committee has invited COSLA to give evidence
representing the views of the three Local authority interest groups – the Fire
and Police Joint Boards and the Constituent Councils.

2. COSLA has carried out a comprehensive consultation exercise with all six
Joint Fire and Police Boards and all its member councils.  In addition the Fire
and Police Conveners both had meetings to discuss collective responses and
the attached report was submitted to the COSLA leaders meeting on Friday
31 August.   The COSLA Leaders meeting as well as the Fire and Police
Conveners’ meetings have unanimously endorsed the views expressed in this
paper.

3. In summary COSLA’s evidence is as follows:-

a). We welcomes the principle of the Bill in giving greater financial flexibility
b). We oppose the involvement of the Minister in approving any carry forward
c). We oppose the setting of any statutory limit on the percentage of

budgetary carry forward;
d). We oppose the proposed  requirement for Joint Boards to seek individual

approval from Constituent Councils for any carry forward; and
e). We suggest that consideration be given to allowing Joint Boards to carry

forward overspends as well as underspends.

4. In coming to these views COSLA has applied subsidiarity and local
democratic accountability principles.  We believe that the existing requirement
for the Joint Boards to persuade a majority of members of the Board – all of
whom are Councillors appointed to the Joint Boards by constituent Councils
and are answerable back to the constituent Councils for their decisions as
Board members – of the reasonableness of the Joint Boards proposed budget
should as a matter of principle and practice provide sufficient safeguards
without recourse to ministerial or individual Council approval for carry forward
proposals.

5. The remainder of this evidence elaborates on the points summarised at para
3 above.

6. Principle of the Bill  COSLA agrees that in principle it would be beneficial to
good financial management of the two Services if Joint Boards are given
flexibility to carry forward underspends.  This would enable them to build up
some reserve for contingencies and help avoid ‘quickspend’ situations arising
towards the end of the financial year.  This flexibility would enhance the
benefits of three-year budgeting.

Agenda item 2

Local Government
Committee

4 September 2001
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7. Role of the Minister in approving any carry forward.  In formal terms,
current specific ministerial involvement in the budgeting process is limited to
setting the limit of specific police grant (effectively a top slice on AEF).   This
mechanisms does not give the Minister what is now proposed - the power of
veto and the right to become involved in the detail of determining an element
of the Joint Board budgetary process.    COSLA does not believe that there is
any good justification for the Minister to be given this significant new power.
The setting of the budget, including any proposed carry-forward should be, as
now, a matter that should be left to the discretion of Boards and their
constituent Councils through the budgetary consultation and decision making
processes.   COSLA would also point out that there is no equivalent
ministerial control over the carry forward balances on the Council General
Fund or Housing Revenue Account.

8. Individual approval for carry forward from each constituent authority.
COSLA believes that this proposal would undermine the basis of the current
relationship between Joint Boards and constituent councils.  This is based on
a consultative process on the budget as a whole and ultimately on majority
decision of the Board members of the constituent Councils.  COSLA also
believes that it is also not practical in that the key purpose behind the bill is to
allow more sensible planning for contingencies.  By their nature it is not
possible to pre-determine where contingencies may occur and therefore
neither practical nor sensible to allow individual authorities to ‘opt out’ of a
carry forward.   COSLA notes that the Minister has suggested that this would
provide a safeguard for constituent Councils.  COSLA would highlight that the
Leaders meeting on 31 August unanimously concluded that this was a
safeguard that they did consider necessary.  Their conclusion was that
decisions on proposed carry-forwards should be treated in the same way as
decisions on the annual budgetary process - by majority decision of the Joint
Board following the normal consultation processes.

9. Percentage carry forward.   COSLA believes that the percentage carry
forward should be a matter for the Joint Boards to determine through their
normal budgetary consultative processes with their constituent bodies.   There
is no limit on the underspend that Councils can carry forward either in their
General Fund or their Housing Revenue Account and COSLA questions why
limits should be applied to Joint Boards all of whose members are drawn from
Councils.  Neither the Joint Boards nor the constituent councils of joint boards
have anything to gain from Joint Boards building up excessive reserves.  They
should be relied upon to judge the appropriate level of reserves for their Board
themselves.  COSLA also notes that under professional standards the Board
treasurer is duty bound to alert interested Parties if he/she believes excessive
reserves are being planned for.

10. Carry Forward of Overspends.  Currently if a Joint Board identifies an
unavoidable overspend then it is required to seek to requisition supplementary
resources from its constituent authorities in year.   COSLA believes that
consideration should be given to allow Boards to carry forward overspends as
well as underspends.  It is suggested that this would be more in keeping with
three year budgeting arrangements and allow potentially less disruptive
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solution to overspend issues through the annual budget consultation process
with constituent authorities.

11. Joint Valuation Boards.  During COSLA’s consultation exercise, several
respondents pointed out that Joint Valuation Boards (and perhaps other joint
boards) are governed by the same financial restrictions as Police and Fire
joint Boards and suggested that the provisions of the Bill should be extended
to these Boards too.  COSLA’s position on this is that whilst, in principle this
might be desirable, identifying all such joint boards and legislating
appropriately would complicate this bill and take it somewhat away from its
original focussed purpose.  We would not wish to see the Bill delayed to
accommodate this.

ATTACHMENT  Attached to this evidence is a copy of the paper submitted to the
COSLA leaders meeting on 31 August.  The attached paper repeats the same
views expressed in this paper but also reports on the individual written responses
of COSLA consultees as well as the meetings of the Fire and Police Conveners
and the Leaders meeting.

COSLA
3 September 2001
Contact Officer: -  Timothy Stone Tel 0131 474 9263  Email tim@cosla.gov.uk
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POLICE AND FIRE SERVICES (FINANCE) (SCOTLAND) BILL

Purpose of Report

To seek leaders’ approval for proposed evidence to the Local government
Committee first stage Scrutiny of the above bill.

Background

The Scottish Executive has introduced the above bill to allow Joint Police and
Joint Fire Boards to carry forward unspent balances and unspent police grant.  At
present Joint Boards are required to return unspent balances at the end of the
financial year and have no powers to build up reserves to cover contingencies.
The Bill would allow Joint Boards to build up reserves thereby allowing a degree
of flexibility in budgeting and planning.  Dumfries and Galloway and Fife as
unitary Police and Fire Authorities can already deal with Police and Fire service
contingencies through the normal Local authority powers to borrow and build up
reserves.  However, the Bill would have benefits to these two councils in allowing
the carrying forward of Police Grant.

The Local Government Committee has invited COSLA to give evidence
representing the views of the three Local authority interest groups – the Fire and
Police Joint Boards and the Constituent Councils.  On 13 July a letter was sent to
all Joint Fire and Police Boards and the Chief Executives of Councils inviting
comment on the proposals.

The letter specifically requested comment on the following four points which had
been identified as potential issues by Joint Board treasurers at a pre-bill
consultation stage: -
1. That the principle of the legislation should be welcomed as it increased

financial control flexibility
2. Was the proposal in the Bill that ministerial approval should be required for

any carry-over appropriate? – Or should this not be a matter for Joint Boards
and their constituent members?

3. Was the proposal in the Bill that there should be a maximum carryover of 3%
p.a. initially (variable in future by the Minister by statutory Instrument)
appropriate? - Or should this also be a matter for the Boards to determine
with their constituent members?  (The carry-over proposal would allow
accumulation of reserves over a number of years)

4. Was the proposal in the Bill that the Joint Board should require to get the
individual approval of each constituent member authority appropriate? - Or
should this not be a matter for the majority decision of the Joint Board?
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Consultation Response

Written responses were received from 5 of the 6 Joint Police Boards and 4 of
the Joint Fire Boards.  Only two responses were received from individual
Councils – from Argyll and Bute and Scottish Borders.  [3 responses - Local
Government Committee Members please see additional note at the end of
this report].   In addition there were separate meetings of the Scottish Police
Authorities Forum and the Fire Services Interest Group to develop collective
positions for the 8 joint boards/committees for both police and fire interests.
In summary the results of the consultation process are as follows: -

� Principle of the Bill.  The written submissions of all parties were unanimous
in welcoming the principle of the Bill

� Role of the Minister in approving any carry forward.  The written
submissions of the Joint Boards all opposed the role of the Minister in
approving any carry forward.  It was noted that current ministerial
involvement in the budgeting process was limited to setting the limit of
specific police grant (effectively a top slice on AEF).  It was not considered
appropriate for the Minister to have any more detailed involvement in the
budgetary process.   This was a matter that should be left to the discretion of
Boards and their constituent Councils through the budgetary consultation and
decision making processes.  This was also the unanimous view of both the
Fire Conveners and Police Conveners meetings referred to above.
One council considered that a decision to carry forward should be a matter
for the authorities involved, not the Minister, another council considered that
ministerial approval was appropriate.

� Individual approval for carry forward from each constituent authority.
The written submissions from the Joint Boards were unanimous in
opposing the proposal that individual approval for carry forward from each
constituent authority should be required.  It was considered that this would
undermine the basis of the current relationship between Joint Boards and
constituent councils which is based on a consultative process on the budget
as a whole and ultimately on majority decision of the Board members of the
constituent Councils.  It was also not practical in that the key purpose behind
the bill was to allow more sensible planning for contingencies and by their
nature it is not possible to pre-determine where contingencies may occur and
therefore not practical to allow individual authorities to ‘opt out’ of a carry
forward.
Two of the Joint Boards suggested that either an agreed protocol between
the Board and constituent members or a statutory provision requiring
individual council approval for proposed carry forwards above a prescribed
percentage might be appropriate.
Both individual Council submissions supported the Bill proposals.
Both the Police and Fire Conveners meetings were unanimously and very
strongly of the view that individual constituent authority approval was
inappropriate for the reasons outlined above.

� Percentage carry forward.  The written submissions of the Joint Boards,
with the exception of the two Strathclyde Joint Boards and the Tayside Police
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Board was that the percentage carry forward should be a matter for the Joint
Boards to determine through their normal budgetary consultative processes
with their constituent bodies.   It was noted that there is no limit on the
underspend that Councils can carry forward either in their General Fund or
their Housing Revenue Account and questioned why limits should be applied
to Joint Boards all of whose members are drawn from Councils.
The two individual council responses supported the Bill proposals.
Both the Fire and Police Conveners meetings unanimously were of the view
that the proposed ministerial involvement on percentage carry forward was
not appropriate.

� Carry Forward of Overspends.   Several of the written responses noted that
the Bill only dealt with underspends.  Currently if a Joint Board identifies an
unavoidable overspend then it is required to seek to requisition
supplementary resources from its constituent authorities in year.  Both the
Police and Fire Conveners meetings unanimously recommend that
consideration should be given to allow Boards to carry forward overspends
as well as underspends.  It is suggested that this would be more in keeping
with three year budgeting arrangements and allow potentially less disruptive
solution to overspend issues through the annual budget consultation process
with constituent authorities.

� Joint Valuation Boards.  Several respondents pointed out that Joint
Valuation Boards are governed by the same financial restrictions as Police
and Fire joint Boards and suggested that the provisions of the Bill should be
extended to these Boards too.  The position of the Police and Fire Conveners
on this matter is that they have no views on the proposal other than that they
would not wish to see the Bill delayed to accommodate this.

� Membership of COSLA Evidence Delegation.  The Fire Conveners at their
meeting agreed to recommend Cllr Joseph Shaw, (Convener Strathclyde
Joint FireBoard) and the Police Conveners agreed to recommend Cllr Lesley
Hinds (Convener Lothian and Borders Joint police Board).

Conclusions

The responses of Fire and Police Joint Boards and their Conveners consistently
urge that subsidiarity principles should apply to budget determination within the
existing checks and balances of the Joint Board consultative and decision making
budgetary processes.  They strongly urge the view that the existing requirement
for the Joint Boards to persuade a majority of members of the Board – all of
whom are Councillors appointed to the Joint Boards by constituent Councils and
are answerable back to the constituent Councils for their decisions as Board
members – of the reasonableness of the Joint Boards proposed budget should as
a matter of principle and practice provide sufficient safeguards without recourse
to ministerial or individual Council approval for carry forward proposals.  Only two
individual Councils have submitted any comments through the COSLA
consultation.   Both support the principles of the Bill and one in part supports the
Police and Fire position.  The very limited response from individual Councils,
particularly given the focussed nature of the consultation letter (see annex) would
suggest that current budgetary consultation arrangements are considered
appropriate by the great majority of Councils.   In determining a position on the
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detail of the Bill, Leaders are therefore invited to apply subsidiarity and
local democratic accountability principles – which would support the
position recommended by Police and Fire Joint Boards outlined above.

Recommendations

The Leaders’ meeting is invited to: -
1. Agree that evidence is given to the Local Government Committee by COSLA,

based on the points outlined in the report above, which:-
f). Welcomes the principle of the Bill in giving greater financial flexibility
g). Opposes the involvement of the Minister in approving any carry forward
h). Opposes the setting of any statutory limit on the percentage of budgetary

carry forward;
i). Opposes the proposed  requirement for Joint Boards to seek individual

approval from Constituent Councils for any carry forward; and
j). Suggests that consideration is given to allowing Joint Boards to Carry

Forward overspends as well as underspends;

2. Agree that Cllr. Joseph Shaw (Convener of the Strathclyde Joint Fire Board)
and Cllr. Lesley Hinds (Convener of the Lothian and Borders Joint Police
Board) should form part of the COSLA delegation and  consider who else
should represent COSLA on the delegation;

3. Decide whether to raise with the Local government Committee, the issue of
similar arrangements applying to Valuation Joint Boards.

COSLA
27 August 2001
Contact Officer: -  Timothy Stone Tel 0131 474 9263  Email tim@cosla.gov.uk

Additional Note for Local Government Committee Members
It was reported to the COSLA leaders meeting on 31 August that a third written
response had been received from a Council – North Lanarkshire - after the report
was written.  This written response supported the recommendations in the report
except that it was suggested that there was some merit in the proposed 3% limit.

It should be noted, however, that  Argyll and Bute, North Lanarkshire and Scottish
Borders Councils were all represented at the Leaders meeting which
unanimously approved the recommendations in the report.
T Stone
3 September
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SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT
LOCAL GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE

Police and Fire Services
(Finance)(Scotland) Bill: Stage 1

Oral evidence to be presented on behalf of ACPOS on Tuesday, 4th September 2001 by:
Mr. William Rae, Chief Constable of Strathclyde Police and
Mr. Andrew Cameron, Chief Constable of Central Scotland Police

Introduction

The aim of this Bill is unanimously supported by all members of the Association of Chief
Police Officers In Scotland (ACPOS) and is very much welcomed.  In principle it addresses
the current position whereby the six Joint Police Boards, in financial planning terms are being
disadvantaged compared with councils and the two forces (Fife and Dumfries & Galloway
Constabularies) which form part of unitary councils, by not having the power to carry
forward general balances.  In effect the full benefit of three year financial planning recently
introduced under the Comprehensive Spending Review is being denied to Police Boards.
Moreover the current inability to carry forward balances can foster a ‘spend it or lose it’
attitude which is clearly inefficient.

The unpredictable nature of policing, together with the particular influence of police pay
awards and police pension costs can result in effective budgeting being undermined.  The
ability to manage financial resources with maximum flexibility would assist considerably in
this regard, helping to smooth out fluctuations in resource demands and allow more effective
management of police resources for the benefit of the public.

Issues

While generally welcoming the benefits that the Bill would bring by way of more effective
and efficient financial planning, by creating the potential to ‘breakout’ of the annual budget
cycle that Joint Police Boards are currently constrained within, ACPOS has serious
reservations concerning the proposals in the Bill that the carry forward of balances will
require both the approval of Ministers and the constituent authorities.

Such conditions are considered unnecessary and unwarranted.

Ministerial approval is not required before Joint Police Boards set their requisition levels nor
is it required by councils for them to carry forward unspent balances.

Indeed in their report ‘Credit to the Force’, the Accounts Commission and H.M. Inspectorate
of Constabulary intimated that any limitation on carry forward of balances should be applied
by a 3% limit on the relevant annual budget.

Agenda item 2
Local Government

Committee

4 September 2001
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1. Ministerial Approval

Ministerial approval is not required for councils to retain unspent balances.  Joint Police
Boards should have the same flexibility.
If this particular power of veto is to address a concern that Joint Police Boards could build up
large balances over time it is the ACPOS view that there are adequate controls to prevent this.
The introduction of a limit on carry forward balances initially proposed at 3% but subject to
change by Statutory Instrument is a significant limiting factor.  In addition Ministers
determine both the service total and individual force total Grant Aided Expenditure levels
against which specific police grant is paid.  Ministers also exercise controls over police
capital allocations and discretionary funds allocated to the police service.

Since Police Grant can only be used for ‘authorised expenditure’ under the grant regulations
there is also no possibility of police grant being used for non police purpose.

In addition the level and purpose of balances will be fully transparent within the
published/audited accounts of the Boards and therefore open to the widest scrutiny.

Balances will not be held for the sake of it and their application will form an integral part of a
Joint Police Boards ongoing budget strategy.

The proposal for Ministerial approval would introduce uncertainty and unnecessary
bureaucracy to the financial planning process, and possibly act as a disincentive to budget
holders to optimise the use of resources.

Within Joint Police Boards devolved resource management (D.R.M) – recommended in
‘Credit to the Force’ – is now established as a key element of the financial management
regime.  The uncertainty implicit in the proposed approval process would undermine this
development.

It is also not clear from the consultation process against what criteria Ministerial approval for
the carry forward of balances would be considered.

2. Constituent Authority Approval

Under the various Amalgamation Orders one of the main responsibilities delegated to  Joint
Police Boards was to ‘set the budget for the force and so provide the chief constable with the
resources necessary to police the area efficiently and effectively’.

Integral to this process is the agreement of the constituent authorities to the budget set.

ACPOS believes that as Joint Police Boards are the publicly accountable bodies so it is
proper that it should be these bodies, advised by their chief constables and Treasurers, which
determine the approach to the carry forward of balances.  Joint Police Boards, on which all
the constituent authorities are represented, are both fully accountable and best informed to
determine policy in this regard.  Allowing a constituent authority the power to force a Joint
Police Board to make a repayment of an unspent balance when that Board may have decided
to carry forward the balance undermines the statutory responsibility of the Joint Board.
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This condition would also introduce uncertainty and bureaucracy into the financial planning
process and may give rise to demands for differential policing.  As a chief constable with 12
constituent authorities I cannot support a level of policing based on financial contribution
rather than policing need.
Summary

ACPOS is fully supportive of the aims of the proposed legislation in that it would
significantly enhance the effective and efficient use of allocated resources, and enhance
financial planning; benefits already available to councils.

The proposed 3% (variable) carry forward limit is considered reasonable and affords the
Executive a degree of control on the potential level of balances that an individual Board may
accumulate.

There are in addition a number of internal self-control processes which would safeguard
against this possibility.

Further requirements in regard to specific Ministerial approval and local authority influence
are considered unnecessary and unwarranted.  Such conditions would introduce uncertainty,
be bureaucratic and act as a disincentive.

It could also give rise to a situation where some constituent authorities would be subsidising
the cost of the policing service to other constituent authorities – a recipe for division.

Certainty is an important element of financial planning and any proposal which would reduce
this would be a retrograde step.
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The Police and Fire Services (Finance)(Scotland) Bill

This submission was prepared on behalf of the Accounts Commission, by Martin Christie,
Performance Audit, Audit Scotland1, who managed the joint study with Her Majesty’s
Inspectorate of Constabulary, which culminated in the report Credit to the Force, in
November 1998. 

Introduction
The Accounts Commission is pleased that The Scottish Executive has taken steps to introduce
the Police and Fire Services (Finance) (Scotland) Bill, in response to recommendations made
by the Commission and HMIC in their joint report Credit to the force. The Bill reflects the
principles contained in the report’s recommendations, and the Accounts Commission is happy
to submit evidence to the Local Government Committee.

This submission first looks at the findings and the relevant recommendations contained in
Credit to the force, and then comments on the proposals contained in the Bill.

The Joint Study - Credit to the force
The cost of the police service is currently about £730 million a year2.  It is important that best
value is obtained from the resources invested in the police service by central and local
government. 

In November 1998, The Accounts Commission and Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of
Constabulary published their joint report ‘Credit to the Force: funding and financial
delegation in the police service’. The report followed a joint study of the framework for
funding the police service in Scotland and the arrangements within forces for managing their
financial resources – in particular, the arrangements for devolved management of resources.

In a cash-limited, devolved management environment, there is a tendency for managers to err
on the side of caution to avoid any overspend.  Police forces are no different and tend to hold
back some of their budget until close to the year end – which can introduce diseconomies and
inefficiencies in how the money is spent.

In looking at devolved financial management in the police service, two principal factors were
found to mitigate against good financial management:

� Police grant is based on actual expenditure, therefore there is a pressure on forces to
spend up to their budget limit by the year-end to avoid what they perceive is a loss of
police grant if they do not do so.  

� The pressure on forces to spend late in the year is further compounded because they
cannot carry forward any efficiency savings as a working balance into the following year.
Any unspent money must be returned to constituent authorities at the end of each year.
Forces considered that better value would be obtained from their resources if they could
carry a working balance from one year to the next.  

                                                          
1 Audit Scotland produces reports on behalf of the Accounts Commission
2 Source: CIPFA Rating Review, 1999/2000. 
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The report contained a number of recommendations that would assist forces to obtain best
value from the money invested in forces each year by central and local government.  It
concluded that devolved resource management works best where there is some certainty in
the level of funding.  The Government’s introduction of three-year planning is welcomed by
forces, but the report recommended two further steps that could be taken by the Scottish
Executive, in conjunction with ACPOS and COSLA, that would give forces greater certainty
of funding and assist them to obtain better value for money.  

Value for money would be improved if boards were empowered to carry working balances. It is
recommended that The Scottish Office revises the rules to enable boards to carry a working balance
from one year to the next (limited to a proportion, say 3%3, of the annual budget for the year), in
addition to specific funds, reserves and pension provisions.

Source: Credit to the force, recommendation, page 14

Were the principle of working balances to be accepted by The Scottish Office, it is recommended that
The Scottish Office should consider a review of the basis for determining the maximum police grant
payable to boards. Were The Scottish Office to pay police grant on the net budgeted expenditure for the
year (after taking account of balances and subject to a cap based on GAE), rather than the board’s
actual expenditure, this would potentially provide improved value for money:

� because it should reduce the current pressure for year-end spend to attract police grant

�  because it would make the process of budget management even more rigorous. The cost of any
excess expenditure over budget would fall on the police authorities, or require to be met out of
force balances 

� because The Scottish Office would know the amount of police grant due to be paid to boards in
advance of the financial year.

Source: Credit to the force, recommendation, page 14

The Police and Fire Services (Finance)(Scotland) Bill
In developing the Bill, The Scottish Executive has taken forward the principle of the above
two recommendations.

The Scottish Executive, in consultation with COSLA and ACPOS, has taken the Credit to the
force recommendation on a 3% working balance a step further.  The Bill proposes a 3%4

cumulative balance to assist joint boards to put aside larger sums for specific purposes.  

Whilst it may be unlikely that forces will have the capacity to generate large balances, it is
helpful that they will have the capacity to set aside funds for a specific purpose, subject to the
carry-forward being agreed by constituent authorities and Scottish Ministers.

The Bill also proposes to enable the police authority or joint board to carry forward any part
of police grant made to it, subject to the carry forward being:

� Approved by Scottish Ministers, and

� Limited to 3%5 of the police grant paid.  

                                                          
3 Forces in England and Wales have the facility to carry balances and have been able to build up contingency reserves.  Her
majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary for England and Wales sees 3% as being a safe level for these reserves.
4 Scottish Ministers can review the 3% limit, by order.
5 Scottish Ministers can review the 3% limit, by order.
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This, taken together with the facility to carry forward balances, should reduce the current
pressure for year-end spend to attract police grant.

Credit to the force relates only to police.  However, obvious parallels can be drawn with the
fire service, although there is no equivalent of police grant payable to fire authorities.  Given
the similarities that exist between these two emergency services, the Commission believes
that it is appropriate to make similar provision for the carry forward of balances for the fire
service.

Conclusion
The Accounts Commission is comfortable with the proposals contained in The Police and Fire
Services (Finance) (Scotland) Bill, and believes it will assist both police forces and fire
brigades to obtain better value from their use of resources. 

Martin Christie

23rd August, 2001
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE MEETING ON TUESDAY, 4 SEPTEMBER 2001

THE POLICE AND FIRE SERVICES (FINANCE) (SCOTLAND) BILL

WRITTEN EVIDENCE FROM HER MAJESTY'S CHIEF INSPECTOR OF FIRE

SERVICES FOR SCOTLAND

Introduction

1. May I thank the Committee for inviting me to submit my views to them on this Bill.

The 4 September 2001 is the opening day of the UK's major fire conference in Manchester,

where a Scottish Minister is a key speaker on the subject of Governance, hence my

submission of written evidence rather than in person.

Practical Value of the Bill's Provision

2. The nature of fire service activity is that it contains elements of unpredictability.

Incidents may be similar but they are not the same and the volume emergency response of

activity may vary markedly with the weather.  A major fire may involve significant

expenditure, on foam compound, or conversely dry weather may increase the number of fires

in the countryside.  One major event may therefore involve significant equipment

expenditure, whilst multiple events affect staffing costs.  Both create variations in financial

expenditure.

Impact Upon Financial Planning

3. Managing these variations is difficult.  Either financial planning must assume some

variation, with a consequential risk of end of year pressure to spend rather than lose working

balances, or the expenditure plan will need radical amendment in-year to meet the enforced

change in priorities.  Neither practice represents good financial management.  Better value

would be obtained by providing a more stable funding platform.  Extending the period for
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any financial adjustment, by permitting the year end carry forward of some of the working

balances, I consider, would help improve stability.

4. Having a carry forward may also help avoid, in the case of the six constituted Fire

Boards, the need for a Board to seek from its constituent councils additional in-year funds to

meet an operational shortfall.  This Bill could therefore assist the wider range of Local

Government.

Level of Carry Forward

5. I do regard the 3% level as appropriate, since less would not impact meaningfully on a

service expenditure, which is heavily influenced (at around 80% of all expenditure) by

salaries.  A greater level of carry forward would risk weakening prudent financial

management.

Controls

6. The Bill also has within its provision a control mechanism, through Scottish

Ministers, to prevent unnecessary accumulations.  The mechanism suggested also requires

constituent authority consent and would not appear overtly bureaucratic.  The Bill therefore

appears to provide a balanced approach in achieving a solution to a practical problem.

Negative Impact

7. The ability to carry forward any working balance will create a situation in which

reserves, or at least the accumulation of working balances, become normal.  Creating such

balances, against non-specific expenditure requirements, is a practice which may arise.  It

would be important to recognise holding accumulated unspent balances could offer benefit

and both the Scottish Executive and Fire Board.  For example if the accumulated fund were

used to offset future growth requirements then the benefit would not transfer to the fire

service.  The primary purpose, as expressed in paragraph 7 in the Policy Memorandum to the

Bill, must therefore remain foremost.

Conclusion
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8. The Bill makes a sensible and welcome contribution to effective financial

management to the fire service.

DENNIS DAVIS

HMCIFS
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Submission by Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary

Background

The Police and Fire Services (Finance) (Scotland) Bill was introduced in parliament
on 31 May 2001. The local Government Committee has been designated lead
Committee for consideration of the Bill at stage 1. 

The purpose of the Bill is to amend the Police (Scotland) Act 1967 and the Fire
Services Act 1947 to make provision in relation to police authorities, joint police
boards and joint fire boards for carrying forward working balances at the end of each
financial year.

Under existing arrangements joint police boards are unable to carry forward budget
underspends as working balances. Unspent money requisitioned from local authorities
has to be returned to the appropriate authority. Similarly, joint police boards and
police authorities are unable to carry forward any unspent Scottish Executive police
grant and any unspent money has to be returned. 

The new proposals in relation to police funding stem from our report of November
1998 ‘Credit to the Force’ which was jointly prepared by HMIC and the Accounts
Commission. The report recommended that changes to the current arrangements
would allow better value from resources, greater stability in funding and bring about
greater efficiency and effectiveness in the financial planning process. 

The Bill therefore allows the carrying forward of working balances, with the consent
of the Scottish Ministers, up to a pre-determined limit.

‘Credit to the Force’ – Main Findings and Recommendations

The main driver behind the report was Best Value. The cost (then) of the police
service in Scotland was about £700 million a year and it was, and still is, vital that
best value be obtained from the resources invested by central and local government.

The study looked at the framework for funding the police service in Scotland and the
arrangements within forces for managing their financial resources. This involved:

� looking at the way police authorities set the overall funding level for their forces,
� looking at financial management, control and delegation in the police service,
� identifying examples of good practice in delegating the management of police

resources,
� reviewing the arrangements for support services from local authorities and other

sources, and
� benchmarking the cost and quality of financial support services provided to forces.
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The report made 20 recommendations albeit only 2 related to the carrying forward of
working balances.
Because police grant is based on actual expenditure, there is a pressure on forces to
spend up to their budget limit by the year-end to avoid what they perceive is a loss of
police grant if they do not do so. The pressure on forces to spend late in the year is
further compounded because they cannot carry forward any efficiency savings as a
working balance into the following year. HMIC considered that better value would be
obtained from force resources if they were able to carry a working balance from year
to year. In combination, greater stability in funding and the ability to carry working
balances would make the financial planning process more efficient and effective.”
The outcome should be better use of the monies.

The recommendations made were therefore – 
  
� Value for money would be improved if boards were empowered to carry working

balances. It is recommended that The Scottish Office revises the rules to enable
boards to carry a working balance from one year to the next (limited to a
proportion, say 3%, of the annual budget for the year), in addition to specific
funds, reserves and pension provisions.

� Were the principle of working balances to be accepted by the Scottish Office, it is
recommended that The Scottish Office should consider a review of the basis for
determining the maximum police grant payable to boards. Were The Scottish
Office to pay police grant on the net budgeted expenditure for the year (after
taking account of balances and subject to a cap based on GAE), rather than the
board’s actual expenditure, this would potentially provide improved value for
money:

� because it should reduce the current pressure for year-end spend to attract
police grant;

� because it would make the process of budget management even more rigorous.
The cost of any excess expenditure over budget would fall on the police
authorities, or require to be met out of force balances; and

� because The Scottish Office would know the amount of police grant due to be
paid to boards in advance of the financial year. 

The mechanisms to introduce the change should limit bureaucracy and maximise
devolved responsibility.

Developments since publication of the report

Although it was not possible to have the legislation in place for the 1999/2000
financial year due to the busy parliamentary programme, the Executive has, since
publication of the report, introduced temporary arrangements to achieve the same
broad effect as carrying forward “working balances”. 
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This has been achieved by the forces returning their 1999/2000 unspent budget
monies to the Executive and Local Authorities before receiving it back again during
2000/01 for pre-agreed reasons e.g. procurement of officer safety equipment. 

To date, the interim process has worked well and a new legislative provision will be
welcomed by forces. In addition, forces have started three-year budgetary planning
and this coupled to the new legislation will increase their ability to plan for future
service provision. 
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE

MINUTES

20th Meeting, 2001 (Session 1)

Tuesday 26 June 2001

Present:

Trish Godman (Convener) Mr Kenneth Gibson
Mr Keith Harding Dr Sylvia Jackson (Deputy Convener)
Mr Michael McMahon Mr Gil Paterson
Iain Smith

Also present: 
Iain Gray, Deputy Minister for Justice

The meeting opened at 2.00pm.

The meeting was adjourned from 2.01pm until 2.04pm.

1. Items in private: The Committee decided to take items 3, 4 and 5 in private.

2. Police and Fire Services (Finance) (Scotland) Bill: The Committee took
evidence on the general principles of the Bill at Stage 1 from—

Scottish Executive:
Iain Gray, Deputy Minister For Justice
Bill Hepburn, Head of Branch 1, Justice Department, Police Division 1
Bill Giles, Head of Branch 1, Justice Department, Fire Service and
Emergency Planning Division
Alan Williams, Solicitor, Office of the Solicitor to the Scottish Executive

3. Proposed Local Government (Timing of Elections) (Scotland) Bill (in
private): The Committee considered and agreed proposals for consideration of
the Bill at Stage 1.

4. Proposed Long Term Care Bill (in private): The Committee considered and
agreed its approach to possible forthcoming legislation arising from the Scottish
Executive consultation paper Better Care for all our futures.

The Committee agreed to appoint Dr Sylvia Jackson as reporter.

5. Work Plan (in private): The Committee considered and agreed its work plan.

The meeting closed at 2.43pm.

Eugene Windsor
Clerk to the Committee
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